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Electron polarimeters based on Mott scattering are extensively used in atomic and molecular, 
solid state, nuclear, and high-energy physics. This use stems from the increasing 
realization that much additional information concerning many physical processes can be 
obtained through spin-dependent measurements. In this review we discuss the basic physics and 
application of Mott polarimetry. A number of different Mott polarimeter designs are 
described that illustrate the wide range of operating energies (10 eV-1 MeV) and geometries 
that can be used in such instruments. The calibration of Mott polarimeters is discussed 
together with the potential sources of systematic error that can arise and that can limit 
measurement accuracies. The aim is to present a comprehensive practical guide to 
Mott polarimetry and the capabilities of the technique. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The idea that electrons have an intrinsic spin angular 
momentum and associated spin magnetic moment was in- 
troduced by Goudsmit and Uhlenbeck’ in 1925 to explain 
the fine structure of certain atomic spectral features. By 
1927, electron spin had been successfully incorporated into 
the nonrelativistic quantum theory’ and, one year later, 
Dirac showed that it was an integral part of the relativistic 
wave theory of electrons.’ While the experimental evidence 
for electron spin was compelling, it was also indirect, re- 
lying as it did on the study of electrons bound in atomic 
systems. In 1929 Mott raised the question as to whether 
effects due to electron spin could be observed directly.4*5 
Using uncertainty principle arguments he attributed to 
Bohr, Mott pointed out the impossibility6 of measuring the 
spin magnetic moment directly or using it, in a Stern- 
Gerlach-type experiment, to separate electrons of different 
spin, He proposed instead that the spin magnetic moment 
could be detected in a double scattering experiment sche- 
matically illustrated in Fig. 1 in which a beam of unpolar- 
ized electrons is initially scattered at high energies from 
high-Z nuclei in a target beam or foil. Because of the so- 
called spin-orbit interaction, which will be discussed in the 
next section, large angle (19~ 2 90”) scattering from the first 
target produces electrons with a significant spin polariza- 
tion transverse to the scattering plane. Scattering of these 
polarized electrons from the second target results in a left- 
right scattering asymmetry, again due to the spin-orbit in- 
teraction, that is proportional to the polarization induced 
by the first scattering. Mott’s proposal stimulated numer- 
ous experimental searches for such an asymmetry,7’8 but it 
was not until 1942 that &hull, et aL9 after careful correc- 
tion for instrumental effects, demonstrated the existence of 
a scattering asymmetry that was in agreement with Mott’s 

calculated value. The emphasis in Mott scattering studies 
then shifted from confirmation of fundamental theory to 
the production and/or measurement of electron polariza- 
tion in connection with other topics in physics. An early 
example of this was the double-scattering g-factor experi- 
ment of Louise11 et aZ.,‘O in which polarized electrons pro- 
duced by scattering from a foil target were acted on by a 
magnetic field. Precession of the spin magnetic moment in 
this field was detected through Mott scattering at a second 
foil, allowing a determination of the electron’s g factor. 
Following the discovery of parity violation by Wu et al.,” 
it was pointed out that parity violation would require that 
electrons produced through j5’ decay of unaligned nuclei be 
polarized. I2 This prompted extensive P-ray polarization 
measurements involving, for the first time, the use of Mott 
scattering solely for the purpose of analysis (as opposed to 
production) of electron polarization.13-23 Indeed, the cur- 
rently accepted two-component neutrino theory is founded 
in large part on accurate Mott electron polarimetry.23 

Today polarimeters based on Mott scattering (or, 
more simply, Mott polarimeters) are extensively used in 
atomic and molecular, solid state, nuclear, and high-energy 
physics. This use results from the increasing realization 
that much additional information concerning many phys- 
ical processes can be obtained through spin-dependent 
measurements, and, importantly, from the development of 
relatively simple polarized electron sources for use in such 
studies.24 Current applications of Mott polarimeters in- 
clude the study of spin-dependent effects in atomic 
collisions,25’26 analysis of surface magnetization of 
solids,27-29 investigation of parity violation in high-energy 
nuclear scattering,30 precision measurements of the z” 
mass,31 and tests of special relativity.32 

In this article, we review the basic physics and appli- 
cation of Mott electron polarimetry, pointing out the po- 
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of a double-scattering experiment. 

tential sources of systematic error that can arise in mea- 
surements of this type. Several different instrument designs 
are described that are relatively simple to construct and 
operate and that provide good efficiency and sizeable scat- 
tering asymmetries. The aim is to provide a comprehen- 
sive, practical guide to .Mott polarimetry and the capabil- 
ities of the technique. Although no reviews devoted 
exclusively to Mott polarimetry have appeared in the lit- 
erature, the general field of polarized electrons has been 
reviewed extensively, first by Tolhoek7 in 1956. More re- 
cent reviews are the two by Farago,33T34 and that of 
Kessler,* which deals with low-energy Mott scattering. 
The monograph of Kessler25 provides the most compre- 
hensive introduction to the physics of spin-polarized free 
electrons; Chapters 3 and 8 contain discussions of Mott 
scattering and polarimetry. Other works which review 
Mott polarization experiments, primarily with respect to 
P-ray measurements, are those of Frauenfelder and 
Rossi, Frauenfelder and Steffan,36 and Schopper.37 In ad- 
dition, a number of journal articles provide particularly 
useful overviews of the field of Mott polarimetry, insights 
into specific problems, and/or detailed scientific discus- 
sions of important problems.‘7~18~38~8 

II. PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES 

The physical basis of Mott scattering is perhaps best 
understood using a classical picture. Consider initially the 
scattering of a high-energy electron by a bare nucleus of 
charge Ze. (This represents a reasonable model for large- 
angle scattering of high-energy electrons by high-2 atoms, 
because for such scattering to occur an electron must be 
incident with a small impact parameter.) The motion of 
the electron in the electric field E of the nucleus results in 
a magnetic field B in the electron rest frame given by 

B= +E, (1) 

where Y is the electron velocity. If r is the nucleus-electron 
separation, E = (Ze/?)r and B may be written as 

B=$ rxv= SLF (2) 

where L=mrXv is the electron orbital angular momen- 
tum. The interaction of this magnetic field with the elec- 
tron (spin) magnetic moment ps introduces a term 
V,, = - ,+eB in the scattering potential. The electron 
magnetic moment is related to the electron spin S by pcLs 
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= - (ge/2mc)S, where g is the spin g factor (g-2). 
V,, is therefore given by 

where an additional factor of l/2 has been included to take 
into account Thomas precession4’ The presence of the 
spin-orbit term V,, in the scattering potential introduces a 
spin dependence in the scattering cross section a( 6) which 
may be written25 

o(e)=I(e)[l -f-S(B)P*n^l, (4) 

where S(0) is the asymmetry function, I(0) the spin-av- 
eraged scattered intensity, and P the incident electron po- 
larization. The unit vector n^ is normal to the scattering 
plane and is defined through the relation 

where k and k’ are the wave vectors associated with the 
incident and scattered electrons, respectively. The direc- 
tion of n^, which is parallel to L, depends on whether scat- 
tering to the left or right is being considered. 

Consider again the double-scattering experiment 
shown in Fig. 1. Because the first scattering is to the left, 
the normal zi to the scattering plane will be directed as 
shown in the figure. The unpolarized incident electron 
beam can be considered as comprising equal numbers of 
electrons with spins parallel and antiparallel to $i? i.e., 
with spin-up (m, = + l/2) and spin-down (m, = 
- l/2). From Eq. (4) it follows that the number N, of 

spin-up electrons scattered (to the left) through angle 8, is 
proportional to 1 + S(&), whereas the number N, of 
scattered spin-down electrons is proportional to 1 
- S(Bi).Thus electrons scattered through 0, have a net 

polarization P( 19~ ) given by 

#r-N, 
w91)=N==Sw1h 

t I 
or, in vector notation, we, ) = S( 8, ) ;i. Scattering of 
these polarized electrons from a second target results in a 
left-right scattering asymmetry A (#,) defined as 

where NL and NR are the number of electrons scattered to 
the left and right, respectively, through angle @. If the first 
and second scattering events are coplanar, iVL will be pro- 
portional to N,[l + S(e2)] + N,[l - S(S,)], whereas 
NR will be proportional to N,[l - S(f3,)] f NJ1 
+ S( e2)]. Substitution in Eq. (7) yields 

4e2)=w1)s(e2). (8) 

This relation forms the basis of Mott electron polarimetry. 
If the asymmetry function S(6,) is known, measurement 
of the scattering asymmetry A( 0,) yields P( 6,), i.e., the 
component of incident beam polarization perpendicular to 
the scattering plane. 
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FIG. 2. Angular and energy dependence of the Sherman function for 
scattering from gold (taken from Ref. 51). 

Calculations of asymmetry functions S(0) for high- 
energy electron scattering have been extensive, starting 
with the initial work of Mott.4r5 Sherman undertook com- 
prehensive calculations of relativistic electron scattering 
from a point Coulomb field and for this reason S(O) is 
frequently termed the Sherman function.50 The general 
characteristics of S( 0) for scattering from gold nuclei are 
illustrated in Fig. 2.5’ [As suggested by Eq. (3), the spin- 
orbit effect is largest for high-Z targets]. For large scatter- 
ing angles, S( 0) can be sizable implying that under appro- 
priate conditions the left-right asymmetry in the scattering 
of polarized electrons should be readily detectable. Subse- 
quent calculations of S( 0) have considered scattering from 
atoms and include effects due to inner shell screening.52-54 

Although spin-dependent effects in scattering from nu- 
clei become negligible at low ( 5 1 keV) energies, asymme- 
tries in low-energy scattering from atoms can still be ap- 
preciable, as was first suggested by calculations of Massey 
and Mohr.55 This results because at low energies the 
deBroglie wavelength of the electrons becomes comparable 
to atomic dimensions and the scattering process can be 
considered as a diffractive one. As such, the differential 
scattering cross section displays oscillatory behavior with 
scattering angle 8 and is spin sensitive due to the presence 
of VW in the scattering Hamiltonian. This is illustrated in 
Fig. 3 which shows calculated elastic differential scattering 
cross sections for spin-up and spin-down electrons incident 
at 300 eV on mercury atoms.’ For certain values of 8 these 
cross sections are significantly different, resulting in large 
Sherman function values S( 0) that, as shown in Fig. 3, can 
approach unity. Unfortunately the maxima in S( 0) occur 
near local minima in the differential scattering cross sec- 
tion where the scattering efficiency is low. Calculations of 
S(0) for low-energy electron scattering by a variety of 
atoms including Hg, Pb, and Xe have been reported.8’56-5g 

The Sherman function must be measured using either a 
double-scattering experiment, or by using a beam of elec- 
trons of known polarization and observing the scattering 
asymmetry. Double-scattering experiments performed to 
date have used as targets either Hg beamsa or Au 
fi1ms.38*4547*6’“6 In general, measurements using atomic 
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FIG. 3. (a) Calculated elastic differential scattering cross sections (do/ 
&) for spin up and spin down electrons incident at 300 eV on mercury 
atoms. (b) Sherman function S(O);--, theory; 0, experimentally mea- 
sured polarization P(O) of electrons elastically scattered from mercury 
atoms [P( 0) =S(O); see Eq. (6)]. The data are taken from Ref. 8. 

beams yield values of S( 0) in good agreement with theory 
for electron energies 2 100 eV. In the case of high-energy 
scattering from foil targets effects due to plural scattering 
(defined generally to be a small number of large-angle scat- 
terings) and multiple scattering (defined to be a large 
number of small-angle scatterings) within the foil must be 
considered and tend to reduce the measured “effective” 
Sherman functions S,,( 0) below those calculated for single 
atom scattering. This problem, and the accuracy of the 
theoretical calculations, will be considered in detail later. 
A number of measurements of S,,(O) for Au films using 
incident electrons of known polarization have also been 
reported. 19,67-70 

An important parameter in discussing the performance 
of Mott polarimeters is the efficiency E, defined as25 

E= 0 6 GT~ (9) 

where 1, is the current entering the polarimeter, I is the 
total scattered current measured by the left and right de- 
tectors, and S‘,, is the analyzing power of the apparatus. 
The quantity E, also referred to as the “figure of merit,” is 
proportional to the inverse square of the statistical error in 
an electron counting experiment to measure the polariza- 
tion P of an incident beam. Thus maximization of E mini- 
mizes the error in the measured value of P for a given 
number of incident electrons. 
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FIG. 4. Schematic diagram of a conven- 
tional high-energy Mott polarimeter (see 
Ref. 71). 
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III. MOTT POLARIMETER DESIGNS 

Practical Mott polarimeters have been realized that 
employ a wide range of geometries and operating energies. 
Here we describe a representative sample of these that il- 
lustrate a number of design and performance consider- 
ations. The majority of these instruments involve scattering 
from gold targets. Gold is selected because it has a high Z 
( = 79) and hence a large Sherman function S, because it 
is nonreactive and does not form a thick oxide layer, and 
because thin gold films, which reduce multiple and plural 
scattering, are easy to fabricate. In the case of retarding- 
potential polarimeters, however, use of uranium and 
thorium targets offers some advantages. Polarimeters based 
on scattering from mercury vapor will also be described. 

A. “Conventional” Mott polarimeters 

A schematic diagram of a “conventional” high-energy 
Mott polarimeter used in field emission studies7* is pre- 
sented in Fig. 4, and is representative of those used in a 
number of laboratories.42%72-94 It comprises a spin rotator, 
an electrostatic accelerating column, and a scattering 
chamber maintained at high potential. Electrons entering 
the device first pass through a Wein filter which can be 
used, for example, to change their polarization from lon- 
gitudinal to transverse, as required for Mott scattering. 
The electrons are accelerated to 100 keV by passage 
through an accelerating column and, after collimation, 
scatter from a gold target foil. Electron scattering energies 
of - 100 keV are employed in most conventional Mott 
polarimeters. Although use of higher electron energies 
would result in higher Mott scattering asymmetries (see 
Fig. 2), the gain in the Sherman function is more than 
offset for energies 2 150 keV by increased experimental 
difficulties and by reductions in the scattering cross section 
which lead to lower signal rates. Use of electron energies 
below -50 keV results in a substantial reduction in S and 
increased problems with multiple and plural scattering in 
the target. 

To minimize the effects of multiple and plural scatter- 
ing, very thin gold targets are employed that are produced 
by evaporating gold onto low-molecular-weight hydrocar- 
bon (e.g., Formvar) carrier foils. The target foils are 
mounted on a wheel allowing targets of different thickness 
to be positioned in the beam for purposes of calibration (as 
will be discussed in the next section ) . Those electrons that 
pass through the target foil are collected by a Faraday cup. 
Electrons scattered through - f 120” (where the Sherman 
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function has a broad maximum) are detected by two sym- 
metrically positioned silicon surface barrier (SSB) detec- 
tors and the scattering asymmetry A is measured. This 
asymmetry gives directly the component of spin polariza- 
tion perpendicular to the scattering plane via the relation 
A = .PSeff [see Eq. (8)]. Typical SSB detectors provide 
energy resolutions of - 10 keV and afford some measure of 
discrimination against inelastically scattered electrons. In 
addition, they are insensitive to y rays and provide low 
background count rates. Often four SSB detectors are em- 
ployed, located at azimuthal angles of o”, 90”, 180”, and 
270”, so that both transverse components of the electron 
polarization can be determined simultaneously. This capa- 
bility, in conjunction with a Wein filter, permits measure- 
ment of the full vector polarization P of an incident 
beam.76 

Variations on the design shown in Fig. 4 have included 
the use of concentric hemispherical electrodes78 to acceler- 
ate the electrons and the use of scintillators coupled to 
photomultiplier tubes to detect the scattered electrons.83 In 
addition, a number of polarimeters have employed detec- 
tors placed symmetrically behind the target foi1.75s90 Be- 
cause the Mott asymmetry is very small for forward scat- 
tering, such detectors can be used to monitor and eliminate 
instrumental asymmetries. A segmented Faraday detector 
placed directly behind the target foil has been used for the 
same purpose.82 As an alternate to the use of a Wein filter, 
spin rotation has also been achieved by electrostatic deflec- 
tion and by 90” scattering from bulk graphitic carbon or a 
gold foil. (90” Coulomb scattering of longitudinally polar- 
ized electrons from atomic nuclei leaves the polarization 
vector largely unchanged.53pg5) 

The principal disadvantages of conventional Mott po- 
larimeters are that the target and electron detectors must 
be operated at high potential and that discrimination 
against inelastically scattered electrons is poor. They do, 
however, provide very high efficiencies E. Efforts to maxi- 
mize e have involved enhancing I/lo, the ratio of scattered 
to incident beam currents. This can be accomplished by 
increasing the solid angle subtended by the detectors at the 
target surface, which is simply achieved by placing the 
detectors close to the target, or by increasing the thickness 
of the target. The latter can result in a significant decrease 
in Serr due to plural and multiple scattering, and it is nec- 
essary to compromise between the increase in I/1, and 
decrease in &. With a careful choice of operating param- 
eters, however, conventional high-voltage Mott polarime- 
ters can provide efficiencies E 2 1 x 10 - 4. 
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B. P-ray polarimeters 

One interesting subset of conventional Mott polarime- 
ter designs are those developed specifically for P-ray 
studies.‘3-‘9~2’122~9~‘05 Typically, since p rays are formed 
with high energy, no electron acceleration is required per- 
mitting some apparatus simplifications (see, for example, 
Ref. 15). A modern example of a p-ray polarimeter is 
shown in Fig. 5.‘05 Beta rays from the source of interest 
pass through a short lens spectrometer which provides ini- 
tial velocity selection and increases the solid angle over 
which source electrons are collected. The electrons are 
then focused by a quadrupole doublet to guide them 
through a Wein filter for spin rotation (p rays are longi- 
tudinally polarized) and further velocity selection. The 
electrons are subsequently collimated by a series of aper- 
tures and strike the gold target foil. Those scattered by 
- f 120” are detected by two SSB detectors. Additional 
SSB detectors are placed at forward scattering angles to aid 
in monitoring instrumental asymmetries. The entire detec- 
tor assembly can be rotated by 180” about a longitudinal 
axis to interchange the left and right detectors and thus 
identify instrumental asymmetries associated with different 
detector solid angles and efficiencies. 

As with conventional Mott detectors, &ray polarime- 
ters have used both scintillation and SSB detectors, al- 
though many early instruments employed Geiger counters. 
Electrostatic deflection and Coulomb scattering from foils 
have also been used for spin rotation. Some instruments 
have included provisions for electrostatic acceleration of 
the electrons. This is advantageous because it allows Mott 
scattering to be undertaken at a selected energy where the 
combination of efficiency, Se, and the electron optical 
properties of the apparatus is optimal. Acceleration is par- 
ticularly important, for example, in the study of p rays 
from 3H;22 the end point energy of this decay is 18 keV and 
acceleration is required to obtain an acceptable S,@ No 
estimates of efficiencies for P-ray polarimeters have been 
published. 

C. Retarding-potential Mott polarimeters 

In recent years, based on an initial suggestion by 
Farago, a range of increasingly compact retarding-poten- 
tial Mott polarimeters have been developed.40’41’70’106111 In 
these polarimeters the incident electrons are accelerated by 
an electric field established between an inner and outer 
electrode. The outer electrode is operated near ground po- 
tential, the inner electrode at a large positive potential. At 
the center of the hollow inner electrode is a gold target and 
those electrons scattered through f 120” exit the inner 
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electrode and are decelerated as they pass again to the 
outer electrode. Scattered electrons with sufficient energy 
to overcome the retarding field are detected by two sym- 
metrically positioned channeltrons. 

A schematic diagram of a typical cylindrical-geometry 
retarding-potential polarimeter4* is shown in Fig. 6. The 
inner electrode is mounted on a high voltage insulator and 
is typically operated at - 100 kV. Besides relative com- 
pactness, retarding potential analyzers have the advantage 
that they provide excellent discrimination against inelasti- 
cally scattered electrons and that the scattered electron 
detectors and other major portions of the apparatus are at 
ground potential. Further, because of the strong radial field 
between the inner and outer cylinders, the incident beam is 
strongly focused resulting in a very stable beam position on 
the target foil. The inelastic energy loss that an electron 
can suffer and still be detected, i.e., the inelastic energy loss 
window AE, can be adjusted by varying the bias applied to 
the channeltron cones and to the apertures placed in front 
of them. With careful design of the retarding field elec- 
trodes energy resolutions 5 3 eV can be attained. This is 
illustrated in Fig. 7, which shows the energy distribution of 
electrons scattered at 100 keV from a thin gold target. The 
elastic scattering peak is clearly resolved. 

Another particular advantage of high-voltage cylindri- 
cal polarimeters is that, if a very thin target foil is used, the 
majority of the incident electrons will pass through the 
target foil without significant scattering and can transit the 
entire instrument with little degradation in beam quality or 
energy distribution. Thus devices of this. type can be used 
“in line,” allowing the beam polarization to be measured at 
the same time that the analyzed beam is being used in some 
other experiment. 

Operation at high energies has the advantage that the 
corresponding values of SeK are relatively large, while the 
effects of plural and multiple scattering in the target are 
minimized, which makes high precision polarization mea- 
surements easier. However, it also leads to low efficiencies 
because the scattering cross section decreases with increas- 
ing energy and because electrical breakdown consider- 
ations dictate a relatively large spacing between the inner 
and outer cylinders which reduces the solid angle sub- 
tended by the electron detectors. To improve the efficiency 
and compactness of retarding-potential polarimeters, in- 
struments operating at lower voltages have been developed 
based on both spherical and conical geometries. Two such 
instruments are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 and use accelerat- 
ing voltages of 40 and 20 kV, respectively. 

The spherical designlo provides two-dimensional fo- 
cusing of the incident beam resulting in a very well-defined 
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FIG. 6. (a) and (b) Schematic diagram of a cylindrical retarding poten- 
tial polarimeter (see Ref. 48). 

impact point on the target. In the smaller conical 
polarimeter*08 the incident beam is focused on the target by 
a three-element coaxial electrostatic lens whose final ele- 
ment is at the scattering potential. The retarding field is 

ENERGY LOSS (eVf 

FIG. 7. Measured energy distribution of electrons scattered at la0 keY 
from a thin gold target (Ref. 48). The arrow indicates a surface plasmon 
feature. 

established using planar electrodes. Each geometry allows 
the use of four scattered electron detectors permitting si- 
multaneous measurement of both transverse components 
of beam polarization. The good energy resolution inherent 
with these designs also permits the use of bulk targets with- 
out significant loss of performance.‘12 Conical polarimeters 
can be made sufficiently small that they are readily moved 
within a vacuum system, making possible angle-resolved 
polarization measurements.“3~‘14 An interesting design 
variation on the spherical configuration has been developed 
which employs a spherical inner and a cylindrical outer 
electrode.70 

The efficiencies of retarding-potential polarimeters 
tend to be low. The ratio I/lo of the scattered and incident 

RING CUP 

I- cl CHANtiELTRON 
IO cm 

FIG. 8. Schematic diagram of a spherical retarding potential polarimeter 
(taken from Ref. 1071. The major components of the apparatus are sym- 
metrical about the horizontal axis. 
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FIG. 9. Schematic diagram of a compact retarding potential polarimeter. 
The major components of the apparatus are symmetrical about the ver- 
tical axis (taken from Ref. 108). 

FIG. 10. Cross section of a low-energy diffuse scattering polarimeter. The 
major components of the apparatus are symmetrical about the vertical 
axis (taken from Ref. 116). 

currents can be increased by increasing the energy loss 
window AE (typically values of AE in the range 0.5-1.3 
keV are used) and/or by lowering the scattering energy, 
although the resultant improvements in I/I0 are gained at 
the expense of a decrease in S,, Cylindrical analyzers op- 
erating at - 100 keV provide efficiencies of - 10 - 7 but 
values approaching - 3 x 10 - 5 have been achievedlo with 
compact polarimeters operating at 20 keV. These efficien- 
cies can be further improved by use of higher-Z target 
materials, specifically thorium (Z=90) and uranium (Z 
=92). This results in an increase in both S,, and Z/Z0 
because the spin-orbit effect and differential scattering 
cross sections each increase with Z. Use of a bulk thorium 
target69”06 increases S,, by - 20-30% and Z/Z0 by - 15% 
relative to gold, resulting in nearly a factor 2 gain in effi- 
ciency. A similar improvement can be realized using a ura- 
nium target.“’ Although thorium and uranium are more 
reactive than gold, stable values of Ses can be obtained 
following careful cleaning and passivation of the target sur- 
face. 

are approximately perpendicular to G,. A negative bias is 
applied to G2 to discriminate against incident electrons that 
suffer large inelastic energy losses upon scattering and true 
secondary electrons produced by incident electron impact 
on the target. Those electrons that are able to pass through 
Gz are accelerated and detected by an annular dual-chev- 
ron microchannel plate with a four quadrant anode. As 
indicated in the inset in Fig. 10, each quadrant subtends an 
azimuthal angle of 90” permitting simultaneous measure- 
ment of both transverse components of incident beam po- 
larization. 

Low-energy diffuse scattering Mott polarimeters pro- 
vide very good efficiencies. This results because the design 
allows collection of electrons scattered over a wide range of 
angles. The performance is further enhanced by carefully 
selecting the cut-off energy for the scattered electrons by 
ensuring that their trajectories are close to perpendicular to 
the grids. Selection of the minimum and maximum scat- 
tering angles subtended by the grids is fixed by the entrance 
drift tube and El. Under optimum operating conditions 
efficiencies 6 of -2 x 10 - 4 have been achieved. Low-en- 

D. Low-energy diffuse scattering Mott polarimeter ergy electron scattering is, however, influenced by the pres- 
ence of adsorbed layers on the target surface, which must 

Mott polarimeters based on low-energy (150 eV) dif- therefore be periodically renewed- The scattering is also 
fuse scattering from an amorphous gold surface have been strongly influenced by multiple and plural scattering 
developed that combine high efficiency with small 
size.4ti’15-“7 A recent design is shown schematically in Fig. 

which, in conjunction with the broad spatial and energy 

1O.“6 Incident electrons are accelerated and focused onto 
profiles of the scattered electrons, effectively eliminates any 
possibility of self calibration of the device. 

an evaporated polycrystalline gold target by the input op- 
tics. The target, drift tube, and electrode E2 coplanar with 
the target are all maintained at the same potential so that 

E. Mercury-vapor Mott polarimeters 

scattering occurs in a nearly field-free region. A negative A number of low-energy polarimeters based on scat- 
bias applied to the focusing electrode El, and a positive tering from a mercury atom beam or vapor have been 
bias applied to the grid G,, are used to deflect the scattered described.WP’*8-‘25 Because of their low voltage operation, 
electrons such that, upon arrival at G,, their trajectories such polarimeters can be made quite compact, within the 
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FIG. 11. Schematic diagram of a mercury vapor polarimeter (see Ref. 
125). 

mechanical limits imposed by the mercury target sources 
themselves. The complexity of these sources represents the 
major disadvantage of this class of analyzers. 

A particularly efficient mercury-vapor polarimeter is 
shown schematically in Fig. 11.*25 The incident electron 
beam is scattered from a mercury atom beam produced by 
upward effusion from a vertical nozzle that is supplied by 
a reservoir. The atom beam is condensed on a set of liquid- 
N2-cooled fins. Electrons scattered at - =J=90” enter two 
symmetrically positioned quasispherical electrostatic ana- 
lyzers and are focused onto channeltrons. These analyzers 
are specifically designed to increase the solid angle over 
which scattered electrons are detected, and thus increase 
efficiency. They also shield the channeltrons from UV pho- 
tons created by electron impact excitation of the mercury 
target and provide some discrimination against inelasti- 
cally scattered electrons. Incident electrons that traverse 
the target beam are collected in a Faraday cup. 

The performance of the instrument was evaluated at 
scattering energies of 15 and 300 eV. Because of uncertain- 
ties in the electron angular acceptance characteristics 
(electrons scattered through angles of -85”-100” are col- 
lected), it is not possible to calculate accurate effective 
Sherman functions from atomic scattering data. The values 
of S,, were therefore measured directly using a double- 
scattering approach yielding SeR = 0.37 and - 0.17 at 15 
and 300 eV, respectively. The corresponding ratios I/lo, 
which depend on the target density, were 2.8~ 10 - 4 and 
6.7X 10 - ‘. The resulting efficiencies of -4X 10 - ’ at 15 
eV and -2~ 10 - 6 at 300 eV are comparable to those of 
retarding-potential polarimeters. The maximum target 
density, however, was limited by vacuum problems associ- 
ated with the design of the nozzle suggesting that higher 
efficiencies might be realized by use of an improved target 
beam source. 

In other mercury vapor polarimeter designs’22 defining 
apertures are used to ensure that only those electrons elas- 
tically scattered at a well defined angle are detected. This 
reduces I/lo, and thus the efficiency, but can remove the 
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need for calibration, i.e., S,, may be taken as equal to the. 
corresponding atomic Sherman function S. 

IV. OPERATION 

In this section we examine sources of systematic error 
that can affect the accuracy and precision of Mott polar- 
ization measurements. Since such measurements require 
determination of a left-right scattering symmetry A and 
knowledge of the effective Sherman function SeR, uncer- 
tainties in both will contribute to the overall uncertainty in 
the measured polarization. Even for an unpolarized inci- 
dent electron beam the measured scattering asymmetry 
may be nonzero due to instrumental asymmetries associ- 
ated with beam or apparatus misalignment, beam and/or 
target inhomogeneities, unequal detector responses, stray 
fields, etc. Clearly such instrumental asymmetries must be 
identified and taken into account. Spurious background 
signals at the detectors can also contribute to the uncer- 
tainty in A. Errors in Seff can result both from experimental 
uncertainties associated with the particular calibration pro- 
cedure employed and, if the calibration involves normal- 
ization to theoretical values, from uncertainties associated 
with the theory. 

A. Measurement of scattering asymmetries 

7. instrumental asymmetries 

Instrumental asymmetries in conventional high-energy 
Mott polarimeters have been considered in detail 
elsewhere17*‘8*25,38*46P47 and only a brief overview is pte- 
sented here. Such asymmetries can result from unequal 
detector responses and/or apparatus misalignment and will 
be discussed by reference to Fig. 12. The ideal experimen- 
tal geometry is shown in Fig. 12(a). The input beam is 
incident along the system axis and the symmetrically po- 
sitioned detectors define equal scattering angles 19 and sub- 
tend equal solid angles at the target a distance d away. As 
illustrated in Fig. 12(b), misalignment may result in the 
incident beam being inclined at some angle 4 to the instru- 
mental axis and striking the target a distance As from its 
center. The solid angle subtended by the left’ detector is 
increased by an amount 

Afi - 2Ad 2As 
x=7=7 sin 8, (10) 

and the scattering angle 8 to the left detector is increased 
by 

(11) 

Analogous changes of opposite sign occur for the right 
detector. (Similar effects can also be introduced by beam 
or target inhomogeneities.) Thus with an unpolarized in- 
cident beam misalignment will give rise to a false asymme- 
try which, to first order in 4 and As, may be written46 

AR 181 
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FIG. 12. Instrumental asymmetries in a conventional high-energy Mott 
polarimeter. (a) Ideal experimental geometry, (b) misaligned input 
beam, (c) effect of 180’ rotation about polarimeter axis. 
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where ( l/1) (X/a@) is the relative rate of change of the 
scattered intensity with scattering angle. Because the scat- 
tered intensity decreases with increasing scattering angle, 
this quantity is negative and the two terms present in Eq. 
( 12) tend to cancel. 

A number of techniques have been used either to mea- 
sure instrumental asymmetries or to eliminate their effects. 
Such elimination is particularly simple in cases where the 
input beam polarization can be reversed (P-t -P) with- 
out changing the beam trajectory or characteristics. Prior 
to reversal, the ratio of the counting rates in the left and 
right detectors is given by 

RL rl~(1+f%r) u+A~) -=- 
RR ~Rtl'--&~Tf) (I++) 

(13) 

where qL and vR represent the detector efficiencies. 
If the input beam polarization is reversed the new ratio 

of the counting rates is 

Ri TIL (1 -ps,tr) (1 +Af) -=- 
Rh TR(l+PSef) (l-Af)' 
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(14) 

Combining these equations it is possible to eliminate the 
detector efficiencies and false asymmetry and P may be 
determined directly from 

where XE (RLRi/RRRi)"2. This technique is particularly 
simple to apply using polarized electron sources that make 
use of circularly polarized radiation, such as the GaAs 
source, because the electron polarization can be accurately 
reversed simply by reversing the helicity of the radiation. 
Use of a Wein filter for polarization reversal is more prob- 
lematic as this might introduce changes in beam trajectory 
that would also change the instrumental asymmetry. 

Unfortunately, in many cases the incoming polariza- 
tion cannot be reversed and alternate procedures must be 
used to eliminate instrumental asymmetries. One such pro- 
cedure is to rotate the detectors through 180” about the 
polarimeter axis, as has been frequently done in P-ray stud- 
ies. For this procedure to be equivalent to a simple spin 
reversal the input beam must be incident along the polar- 
imeter axis, which is difficult to ensure. Thus the situation 
following rotation will typically be as illustrated in Fig. 
12(c). The new ratio of the counting rates in the two de- 
tectors will be given by 

R;: qL (1 -PS,,) (1 -Af) -i;=-- 
RR ~R(l+P&tf) (l+Af)' 

(16) 

It is possible by combining Eqs. ( 13) and ( 16) to eliminate 
the different detector efficiencies but not Af, the final result 
being 

where X' = (RtRg/RRRZ) 1’2 and terms AfPS,&l are 
neglected. In a typical experiment the product PSeR has 
magnitude -0.1, corresponding to P-O.3 and 
s eff- - 0.3. Thus a false asymmetry of only -0.001, 
which corresponds to a very small angular or positional 
displacement, is sufficient to introduce a fractional error of 
- 1% in the measured polarization. Given the difficulty in 
obtaining precise beam alignment, it is therefore not pos- 
sible to obtain high accuracy polarization measurements 
simply by interchanging the left and right detectors. 

A number of techniques have been used to measure 
instrumental asymmetries directly. Perhaps the simplest 
approach is to replace the target with a low-Z scatterer, 
such as aluminum, for which S,e-0. Thus any observed 
asymmetry must be instrumental in origin.‘4*‘6738,M*80 Low- 
Z target foils, however, typically have higher transmission 
coefficients than do those of high-Z, which can result in 
changes in the spurious background signals at the detec- 
tors, meaning that the measured asymmetry may not ex- 
actly correspond to that appropriate for the high-Z target. 
An alternate technique that has been adopted to evaluate 
instrumental asymmetries is to substitute an unpolarized 
incident electron beam obtained, for example, using a 
heated filament or a low-energy p emitter for which v/ 
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FIG. 13. Electron trajectories that can result in spurious background 
signals. 

c-0. This method will, however, only yield the correct 
asymmetry if the polarized and unpolarized electron beams 
exactly coincide and have the same spatial characteristics, 
and this is difficult to achieve. 

False asymmetries can also be removed by use of ad- 
ditional monitor detectors placed symmetrically at small 
scattering angles, where S,, is again very small. With 
proper positioning of these detectors, it is possible to elim- 
inate the false asymmetries measured by the left and right 
detectors from a measurement of the false asymmetries in 
the monitor counters.38’46*47 Using this technique, the frac- 
tional error in measured polarizations due to instrumental 
asymmetries can be reduced to 50.3%.46*47 

Electrons that reach the detectors by indirect paths 
typically suffer significant energy loss and can therefore be 
discriminated against if the detectors have good energy 
resolution. Indeed, in retarding-potential Mott polarime- 
ters the problem can be effectively eliminated by operating 
at small inelastic energy loss windows AE. If the energy 
resolution is poor (as in the case of SSB detectors), a 
number of detailed issues with regard to background sub- 
traction arise that have been discussed in detail 
elsewhere.42 

To date, no careful analyses of instrumental asymme- 
tries in retarding-potential Mott polarimeters have been 
reported. Since channeltrons are used as detectors, spin- 
dependent detection efficiency is a potential problem but, 
in the one instance where this has been investigated, no 
spin dependence was found. 126 Interesting difficulties are 
encountered in handling instrumental asymmetries when 
the polarimeter must have a large electron optical accep- 
tance, such as in scanning electron microscopy with polar- 
ization analysis. This issue has been discussed thoroughly 
with regard 
polarimeter.’ l5 

to a low-energy diffuse scattering 

If very thin high-Z targets supported on low-Z carrier 
foils are used, detector signals arising from scattering by 
the carrier foil must be identified. This is typically accom- 
plished by measuring the detector signals using a blank 
carrier foil. For extremely thin gold targets, carrier foil 
contributions can approach 50% of the detected signal.48 It 
should be remembered that both the indirectly scattered 
background and the carrier foil contribution will, in gen- 
eral, change with target thickness. 

Besides the usual dark counts associated with detector 
and electronic noise, other specific sources of background 
must be considered. For example, electron impact on the 
target can result in the production of high-energy photons 
or sputtered ions. In retarding-potential Mott polarimeters 
both effects can result in spurious background signals (pos- 
itive ions are accelerated to the detectors by the retarding 
field). These can, however, be identified by setting the re- 
tarding bias to reject all scattered electrons and measuring 
any remaining signals. Positive ion ejection from the target 
can also be suppressed by use of a suitable bias.N*48*107 

2. Detector backgrounds B. Calibration procedures 
Measured asymmetries can also be influenced by spu- 

rious background signals.25*6**88 Two important (and diffi- 
cult to assess) sources of background signals are incident 
electrons that reach the detectors by indirect paths, and 
electrons scattered from the low-Z carrier foil that must be 
used to support a very thin high-Z target. As illustrated in 
Fig. 13, incident electrons might reach the detectors by, for 
example, first passing through the target with only minimal 
scattering, backscattering in the Faraday cup and then 
scattering by -60” on a second pass through the target. 
Another possibility is that an electron initially scatters by 
-60” in passing through the target, backscatters from a 
chamber surface and passes again through the target to a 
detector. Since, at - 100 keV, the cross section for scatter- 
ing through 60” is about an order of magnitude greater 

1. Target thickness extrapolations 
The majority of Mott polarimeters make use of solid 

targets to increase the scattered electron signal. This, how- 
ever, has the disadvantage that the detected electrons may 
have suffered scattering from more than one atom in the 
target. Electrons may, for example, reach the detectors 
after three 40” (elastic) scattering events. Such plural scat- 
tering can significantly reduce Seff because, for gold, the 
Sherman function at 120 keV for 40” scattering is only 
- 0.014 whereas for 120” scattering it is - 0.4. Multiple 

scattering can also reduce S,, but is generally less impor- 
tant than plural scattering for total scattering angles 
Z 90”.36.*27,‘2” Thus, in general, it is not possible to use for 

Seff values of the Sherman function calculated for single 
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4 

than that for scattering through 120”, and backscattering 
coefficients can be appreciable, backgrounds of this type 
can be significant. Such backgrounds can be reduced by 
tight collimation of the incident beam and detectors to 
better define the scattering geometry, but this is not possi- 
ble if, for example, high efficiency is a requirement. An- 
other approach is to use Faraday cups that contain oblique 
surfaces or baffles and/or that are constructed of low-2 
materials such as beryllium, for which the backscattering 
coefficient is small. Backscattering from chamber walls can 
be minimized by use of materials such as aluminum 
painted with colloidal graphite. 
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atom scattering. (The target densities employed in mer- 
cury vapor polarimeters are sufficiently low that they op- 
erate in the single-scattering regime.) Values of & appro- 
priate to a particular target thickness and set of operating 
conditions can, however, be obtained by measuring the 
scattering asymmetry using targets of different thickness 
and extrapolating to zero thickness where, by definition, 
scattering from single atoms occurs. The data are then 
normalized in this limit to the calculated Sherman func- 
tion. 

One difficulty with this approach is that the exact func- 
tional dependence of the asymmetry A on target thickness 
r is not known and if an incorrect form is used to extrap- 
olate the data a systematic error in the intercept (and thus 
instrumental calibration) will result.42*48 Ultimately the 
proper choice of functional form requires a detailed knowl- 
edge of the physics of electron scattering in thin films and 
of the microscopic morphology of the individual targets 
being used. The general practice is to use targets of suffi- 
cient thinness that some linear fit to the data is justified on 
statistical grounds. This procedure is based on the fact that 
first order corrections to A, coming from double-scattering 
events, are linear in t. Unfortunately there exists no con- 
sensus as to which linear fitting parameters are most ap- 
propriate. A number of detailed analyses suggest that l/A 
vs I should be plotted,‘7~48~‘28*‘29 although other work has 
indicated that l/ fi vs t can yield a linear fit over a 
broader range of f.t8 Other approaches that have been used 
include plotting In A vs t42.84 and A vs t.4’~48~70~103 An alter- 
nate procedure is to consider A as a function of 
R( = R, + RR), the combined counting rate in both de- 
tectors (which for small target thicknesses is approxi- 
mately proportional to t) and extrapolate to zero counting 
rate using A vs R’6*45748’6’ or l/A vs R.42v48 (Use of R rather 
than r eliminates errors associated with measurement of 
target thickness.‘30) R ecent experiments suggest that A vs 
R together with the phenomenological expression A 
= a + be-y where a, b, and /z are constants, provide the 
most appropriate fitting forms.48 In any case, all these ex- 
trapolation forms will be equally valid and will yield sta- 
tistically identical intercepts if truly linear scattering con- 
ditions prevail, i.e., if higher order plural and multiple 
scattering are negligible when compared to double scatter- 
ing. This condition has rarely been met experimentally, as 
is shown by the failure of most extant data sets in the 
literature to yield statistically identical intercepts indepen- 
dent of the fitting parameters used. It has been suggested, 
therefore, that in assigning an error to the intercept this be 
chosen so as to encompass the results obtained with each 
fitting procedure. This typically introduces an error of a 
few percent in the measured values of S’,,42 

To obtain very precise extrapolations linear scattering 
conditions must be established. The relative importance of 
higher order scattering effects can, in general, be decreased 
by increasing the electron energy E,7p14v128p129 by reducing 
the maximum foil thickness used in the data set,13’ and/or 
by decreasing the inelastic energy loss window hE. This 
last procedure can be particularly important at low elec- 
tron energies. This is illustrated in Fig. 14 which shows, for 
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FIG. 14. Observed asymmetry A for scattering of 4O-keV polarized elec- 
trons at 120” as a function of (gold) target thickness for different inelastic 
energy loss windows AE (taken from Ref. 70). 

several values of AE, the asymmetry measured when scat- 
tering 40-keV polarized electrons from gold targets of var- 
ious thickness.” It is apparent that a thickness extrapola- 
tion based on target thicknesses 2 200 A with AE- 1 keV 
could be subject to sizeable systematic error. Typically, 
energies 2 100 keV, target thickness 5200 A and energy 
resolutions AE 6 100 eV are required for precise measure- 
ments. Using the cylindrical retarding-potential polarime- 
ter shown in Fig. 6 and average target thicknesses between 
30 and 700 A it has recently been demonstrated that, for 
E= 100 keV and AE= 100 eV, the intercepts obtained us- 
ing different linear fitting parameters are equal to within a 
relative uncertainty of -0.8%, which was due almost en- 
tirely to counting statistics.48 

The use of extremely thin targets raises questions con- 
cerning target morphology48~131~132 and its possible effect on 
thickness extrapolations. It is known, for example, that 
thin evaporated gold films tend to exhibit nucleated struc- 
ture, which might significantly influence the dependence of 
plural scattering on average foil thickness. Although the 
importance of such effects is a current topic of debate, the 
very precise measurements just described suggest that they 
are relatively unimportant. 

2. Extrapolations to zero inelastic energy loss 

The high-energy resolution provided by retarding po- 
tential Mott polarimeters suggests an alternate calibration 
procedure. The mean rate of loss of energy with distance 
for an electron travelling in gold, dE/dx, is - 1.2-0.5 
eV A - ’ in the energy range 20-100 keV. Thus for an in- 
elastic energy loss window AE of, for example, 1 keV, 
electrons traveling total distances 2 l-2 x lo3 A in the tar- 
get foil will suffer sufficient energy loss to be discriminated 
against, limiting the observed scattering to the near surface 
region, even for bulk targets.4’*133 The thickness of the re- 
gion from which scattering is observed can be reduced by 
decreasing AE, suggesting that an extrapolation of the ob- 
served asymmetry to zero AE is essentially equivalent to an 
extrapolation to zero foil thickness and that the data could 
again be normalized to the calculated Sherman function for 
single atom scattering in this limit. Measurements of A vs 
AE are simple to carry out and thus the idea is attractive 
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FIG. 15. Energy dependence of the Sherman function for gold at 120”. 
Theory:-, Ref. 54; - - - - -, Ref. 52. Experiment: Q , Ref. 41 (AE-.0, 
f=300 A?,,; A, Ref. 107 (AI?-0, f=lOOO A); 0, Ref. 106 (AE=25 eV, 
t= 1250 A); 0, Ref. 70 (AE-0, f= 100 A). 

from an experimental standpoint. The technique, however, 
must be approached with caution. 

Electrons traversing high-2 materials do not lose en- 
ergy in a continuous fashion but rather in a series of dis- 
crete steps.134’135 Inelastic scattering is characterized by a 
mean free path that, for the energy range 20-120 keV, is 
approximately five times larger than that for elastic scat- 
tering. Thus, since inelastic scattering events tend to be 
associated with small scattering angles, plural elastic scat- 
tering can contribute significantly to the backscattered 
signal.‘33*‘36 Consequently, even complete discrimination 
against inelastic events does not preclude a reduction in the 
measured asymmetry due to plural scattering, unless ex- 
tremely thin targets are used.48 Comparisons of foil thick- 
ness and inelastic energy loss extrapolations at 120 keV 
suggest that plural scattering is not a problem at the 5% 
level.4o Below 50 keV, however, effects associated with plu- 
ral scattering become more important. This is illustrated in 
Fig. 15 which shows calculated values of the Sherman 
function for 120” scattering from gold together with data 
obtained, using relatively thick targets, by extrapolating 
observed scattering asymmetries to zero inelastic energy 
loss. It is apparent that, below 50 keV, there is an increas- 
ing discrepancy between theory and experiment. Nonethe- 
less, the data suggest that, for energies Z 20 keV measure- 
ments of the asymmetry versus AE can, even for thick 
targets, provide a simple first-order calibration of a retard- 
ing-potential Mott polarimeter at the lO-20% level. These 
issues are considered in detail in Ref. 48. 

3. Calcufafed Sherman functions 

The calibration procedures just described require nor- 
malization to calculated Sherman functions in the limit of 
zero target thickness or zero inelastic energy loss. A num- 
ber of detailed calculations have been reported,52-54 but 
while each of these claims a fractional error 5 1.5% the 
discrepancies between the various calculations can amount 
to 4%. However, for 120” scattering from gold at 120 keV 
the calculations agree to within 1.8%. The origins of these 
differences are unclear, but they might stem from numer- 
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ical errors or the choice of screening potentials. Certainly it 
is unlikely that the calculated values are in error by more 
than 3%. For high-efficiency polarimeters that detect elec- 
trons scattered over a wide range of angles the Sherman 
function must be appropriately averaged over the collec- 
tion solid angle when normalizing to theory, 

Accurate calculations of Sherman functions at low 
electron energies ( d 1 keV) are difficult due to the impor- 
tance of the atomic electrons and theoretical uncertainties 
of - lO--20% are to be expected.*‘7 Thus, for precise mea- 
surements, polarimeters using atomic vapor beams must 
either be calibrated in a double-scattering experiment or by 
using a high-energy polarimeter. It should also be remem- 
bered that at low energies the Sherman function can 
change rapidly with energy and scattering angle. 

4. Measurement of S,,, through double scattering 

Values of S,, can be measured directly in a double- 
scattering experiment. This eliminates reliance on theory 
but demands a high level of experimental rigor. In addition 
to problems associated with instrumental asymmetries and 
backgrounds, a stringent symmetry requirement is placed 
on the apparatus: the electron beam-target scattering ge- 
ometry must be the same for both the first and second 
scattering. If this condition is satisfied it is apparent from 
Eqs. (6) and (8) (with 8i = e2 = 0) that determination of 
the asymmetry associated with the second scattering yields 
S,, directly, i.e., A = S& Although double-scattering ex- 
periments have been employed to calibrate polarimeters for 
use in polarimetric studies,22~38*60*118 the majority of such 
work has centered on testing calculated Sherman 
functions. 10+451117761-66 With detailed experimental analysis 
and careful use of monitor counters to eliminate instru- 
mental asymmetries,46*47 it is now possible to measure val- 
ues of S,s to within a fractional error of -0.2%, which 
represents the state-of-the-art in accuracy for Mott polar- 
imetry. However, while measurements of S,s at this level of 
accuracy can be accomplished, values of the Sherman func- 
tion derived from double-scattering experiments are still 
subject to energy and thickness extrapolations. These in- 
troduce an additional uncertainty of - 3% which is com- 
parable to the discrepancies between the various calculated 
values.47 

5. Direct calibration using electrons of known 
polariza tioff 

Values of .S’,, can also be measured directly by using an 
input beam of known polarization and observing the re- 
sultant scattering asymmetry. This eliminates the need for 
involved extrapolation procedures and holds the promise 
of providing improved polarimetric accuracies in the fu- 
ture. Initial experiments of this type used electrons pro- 
duced in 0 decay whose polarization was assumed to equal 
v/c. Much of this work, however, focused on obtaining 
Sherman functions for comparison with theoretical 
values.‘9’67’68 Although the data suffer from depolarization 
effects due to plural and multiple scattering in both the 
target and /3 source, they are in qualitative agreement with 
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theory. Recently, the polarization of electrons produced by measure the polarization of an electron beam by observing 
a number of p emitters has been determined using a Mott the polarization of the 3889 A 33P + 23S radiation emitted 
polarimeter calibrated with electrons produced in the /3 following excitation, provided that the electron energy lies 
decay of 6oCo.‘05 The principal uncertainty in such mea- between 23.0 eV (the threshold for 1’S -) 33P excitation) 
surements stems from depolarization in the source itself, and 23.6 eV (where cascading from the 43S level can begin 
which must be corrected for. Instrumental asymmetries to affect the measurements). A helium polarimeter has 
must also be carefully monitored, however, to ensure that been used to calibrate a compact retarding-potential Mott 
the various sources yield beams with similar electron-opti- analyzer.70 The resulting fractional uncertainty in S,, of 
cal properties. With such precautions, measurements of -0.8% was dominated by systematic errors associated 
relative P-ray polarizations to within - 1% appear feasible, with measurement of the polarization of the emitted radi- 
although the absolute accuracy is limited by the uncer- ation. With care, however, optical polarization measure- 
tainty in the polarization of the calibration standard. For ments can be made to -0.1% and experiments are now 
M)Co, which has been the subject of the most precise inves- underway at Rolla to determine if subsequent polarimeter 
tigations, the polarization has been measured to - 1.5%.23 calibrations with uncertainties 50.2% can be achieved. 
While this calibration technique is of obvious value in p- This is an accuracy level comparable to the best double- 
ray studies, the problems associated with handling radio- scattering measurements. Comparison of the two methods 
active materials and the dimness of the sources diminishes at this level would result in the most accurate measure- 
its attractiveness in other applications. ments of electron polarization yet made. 

Electrons of accurately known polarization can also be 
obtained via chemiionization reactions of the type 

He(23S){tt} +XY{Tl} 

A GaAs source has also been used in a novel calibra- 
tion procedure which involves diffraction at a Pt( 111) 
surface.‘43 Detailed analysis reveals that, for specular dif- 
fraction under conditions where the scattering plane is a 
mirror plane in the surface, the value of Seff appropriate to 
a polarimeter can be obtained by measuring the spin-orbit 
induced scattering asymmetry at the target surface and the 
polarization of the incident and scattered electrons using 
the polarimeter. Using this technique S,, for a conven- 
tional Mott polarimeter has been determined to within an 
uncertainty - 2%. 

+He( 1’S)Ct s} + XY+{.t} + e-C?}, (18) 

involving spin-polarized He(23S) metastable atoms and a 
spin-singlet target. ‘38 The polarization of the liberated elec- 
trons is equal to that of the metastable atoms, which can be 
measured directly using a Stern-Gerlach analyzer. Polar- 
ized electrons obtained in this manner with crossed meta- 
stable atom and target beams have been used to calibrate a 
compact retarding-potential polarimeter.69 The calibration 
uncertainty of - 5% results from difficulties associated 
with measuring the metastable atom polarization and from 
secondary electron ejection caused by scattered metastable 
atoms that strike chamber surfaces. It is reasonable to ex- 
pect that both sources of uncertainty can be substantially 
reduced in the future. 

Direct calibration has also been undertaken using elec- 
trons from a GaAs source whose polarization was accu- 
rately determined using an optical technique that involves 
observation of the radiation emitted by an atomic target 
excited by the electron beam. 7ov139J4e If excitation occurs 
through an exchange process, the excited states will have a 
net orientation relative to the quantization axis defined by 
the incident electron polarization that, upon subsequent 
decay, will be manifest through circular polarization of the 
emitted radiation. Thus by measuring the polarization of 
the emitted radiation it is, in principle, possible to deter- 
mine the polarization of the incident electrons. This ap- 
proach was first successfully demonstrated using zinc at- 
oms and, later, with mercury.‘41+142 Heavy metal targets 
are, however, not ideal for absolute polarimetry because 
the expressions that relate the degree of circular polariza- 
tion of the emitted radiation to the incident electron polar- 
ization must include the effects of hypertlne depolarization 
and of the presence of various isotopes. Failure of LS cou- 
pling must also be considered, as must negative ion reso- 
nances. The use of helium as the target, however, elimi- 
nated these problems and it is possible to accurately 
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V. DISCUSSION 

In this section the factors important in selecting a po- 
larimeter for a specific application are discussed. Typical 
operating characteristics for the different types of Mott 
polarimeter are listed in Table I. 

One important parameter to be considered is the elec- 
tron-optical quality of the electron beam to be analyzed. 
For any paraxial electron optical system in which electron 
current is conserved, the law of Helmholtz-Lagrange*4 
states that for any positions 1 and 2 along the beam there 
is a conservation of the product of the energy E, cross- 
sectional area C, and solid angle a., i.e., 

E,C,Q, = E2C2&. (19) 

The electron optical acceptance, ECfi, for high-energy 
Mott polarimeters is typically quite large, - 103-lo4 
mm* sr eV, whereas for low-energy polarimeters it is small, 
<, lo* mm* sr eV.44 Thus only electron beams of good op- 
tical quality, i.e., having small cross-sectional area and di- 
vergence, can be coupled into a low-energy polarimeter 
without a major loss in beam intensity. Low-energy pola- 
rimeters also require an input beam with a narrow energy 
spread because low-energy Mott scattering is sensitive to 
energy. Both constraints are relaxed for high-energy pola- 
rimeters, although the energy spread of the input beam 
could be important for a retarding-potential polarimeter if 
small inelastic energy loss windows AE are employed. 

The required polarimetric accuracy and efficiency are 
also important. If efficiency is of paramount concern, such 
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TABLE I. Comparison of Mott poiarimeters. 

Type 

Conventional 
Retarding 
potential 
(cylindrical) 
Retarding 
potential 
(spherical) 
Retarding 
potential 
(conical) 
Diffuse 
scattering 
Mercury 
vapor 

Operating 
energy 

90-300 keV 

20-120 keV 

IO-50 keV 

10-35 keV 

150 eV 

10-1000 eV 

Target 

gold foil 

gold foil 

gold foil 
or solid 

gold foil 
or solid 

gold solid 

mercury vapor 

ECcl 
(mm*sreV) 

-103 

- IO4 

- 104 

-104 

-102 

AE 

- 10 keV 

G-1.5 keV 

C-l.5 keV 

O-1.5 keV 

-40 eV 

-5 eV 

Sensitivity 
i/r, 

- 1O-2-1O-3 

- 10-6-10-7 

- 10-3-10-4 

-10-2-10-4 

lo-‘-lo-* 

1o-4-1o-s 

IGTI 

0.2-0.4 

0.2-0.4 

0.15-0.35 

0.1-0.2s 

-0.1 

0.1-0.4 

Efficiency 
(4 

1X1@ 

10-‘a 

2x10-5a 

3x 10-51 

2x10-4 

4x 10-s 

‘Can be increased by a factor of -2 by use of thorium or uranium targets. 

as might be the case when the electrons to be analyzed 
result from some gas-phase collision process, the use of a 
conventional high-energy or diffuse scattering polarimeter 
is advantageous. If, however, the beam polarization is 
small the effects of systematic errors due to, for example, 
instrumental asymmetries must be minimized. Sensitivity 
to such errors is reduced if S,, is large, suggesting that the 
use of a conventional polarimeter is to be preferred, al- 
though if the input current is sufficient, use of a high- 
energy retarding-potential polarimeter, possibly with a ura- 
nium or thorium target, should be considered. Retarding- 
potential analyzers also have the advantage that it is 
possible to increase SeK, at the expense of a reduced effi- 
ciency, simply by decreasing the inelastic energy loss win- 
dow AE. If high precision measurements are required, 
without the added complexity of calibrating the pola6me- 
ter by optical or double-scattering methods, the best ap- 
proach is to use a high-energy retarding-potential polarim- 
eter calibrated at small AE by use of a target thickness 
extrapolation.48 

measured. The scattering asymmetry is, however, limited 
by the low average polarization of the electrons in the foil 
and is typically smaller than that for Mott scattering. 
Other very-high-energy techniques that have been used are 
based on electron-photon coupling and involve bremsstrah- 
lung production by longitudinally polarized electrons with 
subsequent measurement of the gamma-ray circular 
polarization,35’36 determination of the azimuthal depen- 
dence of bremsstrahlung produced by transversely polar- 
ized electrons,‘45,*46 and measurement of Compton scatter- 
ing asymmetries in collisions between circularly polarized 
visible photons and highly relativistic longitudinally polar- 
ized electrons.‘47 Electron-photon polarimeters are charac- 
terized by relatively low asymmetries and cross sections, 
and are difficult to implement. 

The choice of polarimeter may also be dictated by 
physical constraints. Space requirements may rule out 
large high voltage polarimeters. For example, some exper- 
iments require a compact polarimeter to undertake in situ 
angle-resolved polarization measurements. The conical re- 
tarding-potential, low-energy diffuse scattering, and mer- 
cury vapor polarimeters are all compact and offer reason- 
able efficiencies, although mercury vapor polarimeters are 
not readily compatible with UHV operation. 

Electron polarizations can also be measured using 
techniques other than Mott scattering. For example, as 
discussed previously, optical electron polarimeters have 
been developed that involve photon emission from targets 
excited by the incident electron beam. These offer high 
accuracy, but their efficiencies are rather low. At very high 
electron energies ( 2 1 MeV), where Mott scattering cross 
sections become very small, polarimeters based on elec- 
tron-electron (Moller) scattering are frequently 
employed.35*36 In such instruments, the scattering asymme- 
try that results when longitudinally polarized electrons are 
scattered by polarized electrons in a ferromagnetic foil is 

Polarimeters based on low-energy electron diffraction 
(LEED) and secondary-electron emission from solids have 
also been implemented. These offer compactness and high 
efficiency but, because they employ incident electron ener- 
gies of - 100 eV, their performance is sensitive to the tar- 
get surface conditions. Thus, the target surfaces must be 
renewed or cleaned periodically and maintained in a UHV 
environment, and routine calibration checks are required. 
The LEED polarimeter is based on electron diffraction 
from a single crystal (most often tungsten27*79*‘48”49). The 
left-right asymmetry in the Bragg peaks that results from 
the spin-orbit interaction is proportional to the electron 
polarization and provides a measure of the input beam 
polarization. The scattering asymmetry is, however, sensi- 
tive to both angle of incidence and energy requiring an 
input beam with a narrow spread in both energy and angle, 
A polarimeter based on spin dependences in low-energy 
( - 10 eV) electron scattering from a magnetized iron sur- 
face has also been demonstrated that offers high 
efficiency. I50 

Secondary electron polarimeters are based on the ob- 
servation that the net current absorbed by a metallic target 
on which an electron beam impinges (i.e., the difference 
between the incident current and the ejected secondary 
electron current) is spin sensitive, a phenomenon due to 
exchange and/or spin-orbit effects. When operating at an 
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energy for which the net absorbed current is near zero, the 
absorbed current can depend quite dramatically on the in- 
cident beam polarization. This effect has been observed 
with ferromagnetic targets,15’ and with nonmagnetic 
polycrystalline’52 and crystalline’537154 targets. Absorbed 
current polarimeters are sensitive to small changes in ab- 
solute values of polarization, but can only be used in an 
analog mode. In addition, they are very sensitive to the 
angle of the incident beam’54 and are thus perhaps better 
suited to monitoring the polarization of a (stable) beam 
than to measuring its absolute polarization. 

As evident from the above discussions, Mott polarim- 
eters are attractive for use in any application requiring 
electron spin polarimetry. They provide good efficiency 
and analyzing power, they are relatively simple to imple- 
ment experimentally, they are not affected by many of the 
problems associated with other types of polarimeters, and 
the physical basis of their operation is well understood. 
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